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PR3J'ACll
!he theory of ihe damped dTnamic vibration abaorber. neglecting the
effect of damping in the main see .Tatem. baa been worked out and 18
available in the literaturec ' HoweTer, a search of the literature reveals
a lack of experimental verification of ihe theol7'o Th1a 18 probablY' due
to the general unavailability of suitable experimental apparatuasuch a8
the Ve8tinghouae vibration fatigue te8ting equipment recently acquired
bT the Uniied Statea Baval P08tgraduate School, and which is one of the first
commerctal units of thil tyPe to b~ builto
. ~~




extended the theory of the damped dYnamic vibration absorber to inclu~e
the effect ot damping in the main mall system. designed a 8uitable
absorber unit tor application to an elaltic 8yltem driven by the abo~!
.~,~
'.-::,
noted fatigue te8ting equipment, and ran telt. to obtain experimentalf
verification ot the theoryo Thil work wal carried on at the United
Statel Naval P08tgraduate School o
The author gratefully acknowledge8 the aaliStance and guidanoe
rendered by Dr c Ernest Xo Gatcombe of the Uo So Naval Postgraduate
School during the entire proJect o Acknowledgements are allo due to the
Uo So Haval Engineering Experiment Station for the manufacture of the
ablorber unit. the furnishing of oil aample8 with viscosity data, and the
photographic service. rendered in the development and printing of osc11-
10gr&ms; to the Publio Works Divisionot the Uo So Naval Acade~ for
making tracings and printl; to Profel80r Pc Eo Cooper of the Postgraduate
School for hi. a.ailtance in the solution ot certain electronic problems;
to Mr o J 0 Ao Oktavec of the mechanical force of the Postgraduate School
11
for hie fine vorkmanahip in the manufacture of necesa&r7 experimental
apparatus; and to various Jlembers of the etaff and facult7 in the
Departmentl of PhTsics. Mechanical Xngineering. Ilectrical Engineering,
and Electronics Jnglneering of the POltgraduate School for the loan of
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Main syetem damping conltant
Oritical damping constant ot main ITltem =2Hnno
Absorber BTltem damping conatant
(Pseudo) Oritical damping constant of absorber sTstem =2mfln o
Wire diameter ot absorber spring in inches
tuning ratio =~Jl~
Batural frequency of one absorber IIpring in CTcl.s per lec.
Driving frequency ratio = w /.f>..M
. Iemping ratio =clCc
Oomplex operator t:l
Main Bystem Ipring conltant
Absorber ayetem Ipring conltant
Spring conltant of one absorber Ipring
Ha.. ot _in ayatem
Mall of absorber a;yatem
Mal' of one absorber 'pring
Humber ot.active turn, ot one ab,orber spring
Maximum value of exciting torce
Damped natural frequency ot main ,ystem
Mean radius of absorber spring in inches
Time
Displacement of main ma88 trom neutral position
DIlplacement of ablorber mal. trom neutral poaition
Static deflection of main ITatem =polK
~irlt derivative with relpect to time
Second derivative wIth relpect to time
viii
€w
liatural logari thm 'baBe
Ma.. ratio =m/M
Undamped natural frequency of main 8"shut' =IK/M
Driving frequenc,-
W4 Undamped. natural frequency of absorber system· = kIm
lIJ" Natural frequency of one absorber spring
00 Intin1t"
·w, Wilt and ftn are circular frequenoie. in radians pel' ,.,.0. unle••
speoificallY designated a. cycles per .econd, in which ca•• multiplY




When an ela.t1c .7.t•• i8 acted upon b7 a .teadT alternating toroe
of oonstant trequen07. it Ja7 dnelope obnoxious 'Yibratione, ..peo1al17
when the frequenQ1 of the foroe is cl08e to the re.onant frequenQ1 ot
the elaltic s78tel10 Such relonant phenomenon is frequent17 encountered
in _chines and machineJllembers when operating close to a critical Ipeed
or dur1ng acceleration through a critical epeedo In order to eliminate
or reduce the obJectionable v1bration, ae'Yeral po.sibilities should be
. 1nve.tieatedo ~he elim1nation or reduction of the excit1ng force would
be the 1deal .olution, but thi8 maT not be practlaable or even po.sible.
~e .n or the Ipring conatant ot the sTltem might be changed in order
.'
to get a-T trom the resonant condition, but thie -7 also be impracUc.l.
A third p081ib111t7 i8 the application of a 4Tnamic vibration ab.orbero
Th1e invelUpU,oni8 concerened wUh the development ot the mathe-
matical theory ot a linear damped 'Y1bration abscrber and the correlation
of'thi. theorT with experimental relUltl obta1nedtroll the application








Oonsider the damped two-degree-of-freedom Iystem represented d1agra~
A
mat1cally in J'ig. 10
elastic system, k,m, which represents the
dYnamic absorber; this Iystem will subs&-
I,M represent the elastic system of the
mchine or member whioh 18 vibrating under
the influence of a Sinusoidal force,
PoSinwto This system will sube&quently
be refered to as the main syetem•
.Attached to the _in _88 11 a lmall
quently be refered to a8 the absorber
s;v_tem.. Both BIasses are auumed to be Fi9- 1
~ided 80 as to be capable of purely vertical motion. only. A viscous
damper, represented by a dashpot, with a damping constant b t is attached
between the main mass, M, and the rigid support, A, and represents the
damping which is' present in all physical elastic systems, although it may
be quite emall o Another viscous.damper, with damping constant, c, i,
attached between the absorber DaSS and the main mas 8 , and represents damp-
ing deliberately introduced in the absorber system as well &8 the natural
damping which existl in the system. Yor simplification of the analysis.
the assumption 18 nade that only viscous type damping is present in the
two Iyeteme o The poeitive direction i8 taken asdovnvard with the neutral,
or equilibrium, position of each mass system as indicated in the fi~8.
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The problem i. to calculate the sieady-state forced vibration of the
main mass under the influence of the e1nu801dal exciting force and tho
absorber actlono
2. Differential Equations of Motion.-
Consider the in8~ni when the main mas8, M, i8 being displaced down-
ward, in the positive direction, from the equilibrium poeitiono The
forces acting on the main mass, M, are:
Main spring force,
Absorber spring torce,
Main sTstem damping force,
Absorber sTatem damping force,
Impressed exciting torce,
- h l
- k(Xl .. ~)
- b(dxl/dt)
- C(~/dt .. d%2/dt)
The torce8 acting on the absorber maS8, m, are:
Absorber spring foree,
Absorber damping torce,
+ k(~ -x2 )
+ C(~/dt .. dx2!dt)
!T the application ot Newtonls aecond law (Force e Maa8 x Acceleration)
to each mals, and arrangement ot terms, the equations of motion for the
twe-degree-ot-treedom sTBtem maT be written:
M dK, ...... VoJ ... k(" -x ) ..,. b ~)(I + c(d.X, _ ,Ix,") £> s' t
,ltl"' T" ""l' 1', 1. t Jt tlt ='0 '1'1 W
-3-
30 SteadY State Solution.-
For the steadY-state 801ution. both ~ and ~ are harmonic motions
of the frequency wand can be represented by ro~Ung veotors o A180,
,
each term in equations (1) and (2) is representable by 8uoh a vector
rotating at velocity w 0 Iquationl (1) and (2) JIIBY be expressed all
complex numbers as follove:
[-Mwt + K + k + jW(b,+cJ] XI - [k + jwc.] Xz. = Po
-[Ic T jwc:l~, + [-tnw1. 1" k T jwc] X,- = 0 (4)
\
where xl·~ and ~ are (unknown) complex numbers and the other quantiee are
real o Solving equation (4) for X2' substituting this in equation (3) and
Bolving for Xl' there results:
~_. (k-rnw2.) + Jwc. (5)
Po - [(-Mw1.+K)(-tnw1+k) - Pnw'Lk -w'J.bc.] + jWc.[-Mw1.+K-m w1.+t(- I11W'J...- k )]
fhis 18 of the form
~ = A" jB
Po C+jD (6)
which, b7 thea1mple application of the rules of complex numbers. hal an
absolute value of the form
B7 applying this form to equation (5) there results:
'/ ~I~ (8)
~o Dimen8ionless J'ormo-
Jlquation (8) JIIa7 be used to calculate the amplitude of vibration.
which i8 a function of eight variables: Po' w. b, c, It, k, M. and Dl.
However, in order to reduce the number of variables and to better demon-
strate the physical tactors involved. it i8 desirable to write equation
(8) ,in dimensionless torm, utilising the folloving S7mbols:
)l :: mIN:: _ss ratio.
w.. =~k/. =undamped Datural (circular) trequenq ot absorber.
Sl.. =1X/H. =Undamped natural :t'requenq of Datn 178temo
t = ~ - tuni"" ratio•
.n...- -c
g :: :in =driving frequenq ratio.
:lro :: Po IX. =ItatiC deflection ot main 87stem.
~ = amplitude ratio ot _in s78telllo
Cc =2m..n... (pseudo) critical dalIlping con8tant.
h :: cl ee III damping raUo.
By dividing both the numerator and denomenator ot equation (8) by
cc2~ , making appropriate subltitutions from the above listed dimension-
I
,"«If;p",."',, Iflesl parameter., and with.imple algebraic q :3' ellL, there resulta:
111=
Jor &n1 giyen 17stem operating under specified conditions, the dimension-
lesa quantie8 h, blcc ' blc, 1', and)U. maT be considered a8 constantl,
and the trequency ratio, g, al the independent variable. The amplitude
ratio 'Zi I :lro ot the uain DlaSS 18, then, a function ot g onl7.
-5-
5. Special Oase8.-
It i8 interesting to investigate equation (9) for certain special
easel. When'the damping, c, of the absorbe~ system approaehes zero, h
approaches sero, and equation (9) reduces to
I ~:I =
It will be noted that the amplitUde ratio becomes zero when g =f •
However, if b 18 small a high resonant peak will oceure on each side
of f. and these pealaJ will approach infinity as b approaches zero.
When c of equation (9) approaches infinity, the absorber mass is,
in effect, locked to the main mass and the vibrating system becomes a
single-degree-of-freedom system with a mass (M + m). For this ease~
equation (9) may be simplified by dividing the numerator and deminator by
(2hg)2, and letting c approach infinitY', giving
lnfini ty as b approaches zero.
which baa a resonant peak when
60 Analysis of Solutiono -
g =~ 'IT P. and this peak will approach
Equation (9) may be shown to be of the form





B =<t!- - r2)2
o =4/<1- - 1 +pt!-)2 + <4pg~ )2
:I =8)1-1-<'?- - 1 +pi)('?- - r2)! - Sjil [pt2g2 - (g2 - 1)(; - t2~*
D =4y"(~ _ r2)2(f:)2 + fpr2g2 _ (g2 _ 1) (I- _ r2~ 7.
!here 18 no relation.hip amo\U1& the terms A, B, 0, D, E. which w11l malee
equation (12) independent of the damping ratio, h, unless g =0, which
i. a trivtal cale, or b =O. in whioh ease equation (12) reduce. to
. I~~I ~
and all terms in (13) oontaining b become. sero o Equation (14) is
independent ot damping it
When b il sero, equation (9) reduce. to the Ipeoial ease treated
by Den Hartog (3), and may be written:
I~I =
It i8 reoommended that the interested reader reter to this text tor the
deta11s ot _the_tical development which, in general, are omitted in
the interest,ot brevity in the analysiswhieb tollows o
Substituting relations trom (13) in (15), tor the case ot b =O.
there resul te t
[ , (It-flo) ]2-}If'11 - (11 -1}(11 - P)
-1-
from which.
For the cale of the minU8 sign. equation (18) reduce8 to
from "hich it is seen that g =O. "Mch 11 proof of the obviou8 fact
that at zero frequenC7. the amplitude ratio 18 independent of dampiu«o
~
An inspection of equation (16) al80 show. that at .ero frequencY xt/xo: 1.
or the deflectlonof the main ma•• i. equal to the static deflection
caused bY' P00
lor the cale of the plus a1gn. equation (18) reducel to
+ = 0
"hieh "ill have two root•• ~ andg~ • the ab8Ci88&1 of the pointl
(refered to a8 points P and Q in the literature) through "hich all curTes
on the (g. ~/xo) plane "ill pal. for &D7 given value of f o
lor the caBe of constant tuning. f =1 • the absci8sas of points
P and Q are respectivelY'.
J
while the ordinates are. respectivelY.
-8-
· (1:)1°:1, I:: (I +p) V(2.:P) -/4
(21)
(~)'1 =7~ ,=: (I+p) ~ ;« +,;t(z "';U)
It will be noted that the ordinate of point P is greater than that of Q.
Optimum damping will occure for the curve with a horizontal tangent
through the point Po Brock (1) shows that this occureswhen
p (.J+p)[' + ~~ J
8 ( I -f- jA)
from whlch the optlmum damping constant may be computed, slnce h =clcc
and cc = 2m n".
Den Hartog (3) shows that bY' adjusting the tuning f, 'the ordinate
of point P maT be decreased and the ordinate of point Q increased until
the1 are ot equal magnitude, and the m08t OpUIllWD. tuning 18 thereb1
effectedo !hi. occure. when
f ::
It 18 evident trom equation (23), since f =wa./.fl tt , that for optimum
tuning the undamped natural frequenc1 of the absorber should be 80mewhat
lower than the undamped natural frequencr of the main system. For
example, an absorber 1/20 as large a8 the main 81stem should have Wo.
tuned 4o~ lower than fit!; and for an absorber 1/10 as large, w.. should
be 901~ lowero
For the case of optimum tuning, the absclssas of points P and Q of
-9-
iJ. =
while the common ordinate i8
"
- ~ I T
The damping ratio which will give a curve with a horizontal tangent at
.point P w111 not have a horizontal tangent at ~ and vice versa, although
the difference between the two constants is smallo Brock (1) show8 that
a good average damping consant is
In the development of eQ.uation (9), a (pseudo) critical damping
con8~t vas defined as, Cc =2.11n • It ,would seem more logical to
,
define Cc == 2mwll " If this definition of Cc 18 used, eQ.uation (9)
.would be replaced by
which differs from equation (9) by having the term f appear a8 a
multiplier of theterma hand b/c.. " For aIQ" given system operating
under specified conditions, equations (9) and (27) would give identical
numerical anlwera o In order to agree with existing liter,ature on this
-1Q..
lubJec\, i\ was deemed advisable to continue using a (pseudo) critical
damping constant defined al Co = 2m nno'
!he above anal.7ail 18 'based on a harmonic exciting force having an
amplitude independent of it. frequeno7o Brock (2) has vorked out the
case in vhich the amplitUde of \he harmonic. exciting force varies as \he
aquare of i\a frequenc7. The reader is refered to the literature for




1 0 Purposeo -
In order to obtain experimental verification of the theory of Chap-
ter 11,a damped dynamic vibration absorber was applied to an elastic
system excited by a vibration motor and measurements were taken of the
amplitude of vibration OTer the critical frequency range for various con-
ditions of operationo
2 0 The Ab80rber o -
A detailed plan of the absorber unit designed by the author is en-
closed as ligo I, attached to the back covero It consists, essentially,
of a steel ~linder ,11 ' ,2-3/4" long, with an inside diameter of It",
fitted with top and bottom cover plates o A close fitting steel plunger
of light construction, 2i- "long, with an H-shaped longitudinal crols-
sectionp il supported inside the cylinder by means of helical compression
springs which bear a~inst the top and bottom cover plateso An "1/8"
steel rod i8 attached to the plunger and protrudes through the top cover
so that small weights may be added to the plunger for tuning purpo8es o
The plunger may be locked in place by means of a brass set screw in the
top cover which tightens against a flat mi~led on the plunger rodo
Viscous damping between the plunger and cylinder is obtained by an oil
film in the· radial clearance space, which by measurement vas 00022" thick.,
30 The MounUngo-
The absorber unit vas mounted at mid span of a fixed-ended steel
beam of approxill8te dimensions: 1/8ft thick, It" wideo and loi\-" between
-12-
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Bupports o The exact dimensions and details of mounting and connection
to the drive rod of the vibration motor are shown in Figo 20
40 !he Vibration Motoro -
The vibration motor consist. es.entially of a coil placed in a uni-
form magnetic fieldo This col1 is fastened ri~idl1, ~ means of a spider,
to adriv. rod which can be attached to any mechanical 8ystello fhe spring
suspension 18 such that the uaximu.m amplitude of vibration i. approxi-
mately 1/16" frOIl the neutral podUono A cut-aWlQ" view of the IIOtor
assembly, as reproduced from the manufacturer's instruction manual, is
shown'in Figo 30
50 The Elastic Systemo -
By comparison of the above described elastic system with the dia-
grammatic 8ystem of Flgo 1, certain similarities are apparent o !he com-
bined spring constanta of the fixed-ended beam and the spring suspension
of the vibration motor drive coil assembly corresponds to X of ligo 10
The maas of the motor drive coil assembly, inertta (effective) mass of
the motor spring suspension, inert1a (effective) mass of the fixed-ended
beam, mas. of the absorber mounting fittings (drive rod extension stud
vlthlock nuts and the 1" d1a~ter steel washer on under side of beam),
and entire mass of the absorber unit, excepting the plunger assembly. all
add together and constitute M of Jigo 10 !he combined spring constants
of the tvo small helical ~ompr.ssion springe in the absorber (the springs
are in .. parallel arrangement so that the .pring con. tanh add) corresponds
to leo !he _aBof the plunger assemb17 (plunger with rOd, two collars
and four nuts) plu8 the inertia mae. of the two 8pri~, corresponds with


























elastic system i. represented by the viscous damping constant, b, of
Figo 10 , The viscous drag of the oil film in the small radial clearance
space between the plunger and cylinder of the absorber, plus the natural
damping of the absorber springs i8 represented Qy the viscous damping
constant, Co The sinusal.dal exciting force, PoSin wt. is supplied by the
vibration motoro The actual e1&8tic system of the experimental set-up
i8, therefore, exactly similar to the theoretical system of Figo 1 on which
the mathematical analysis of the absorber action is basedo
60 The Vibration Jatigue Kquipment o -
The vibration motor is a unit of the Westinghouse vibration fatigue
equipment which i8 designed to ~ibrate mechanical systems over a frequency
range of 20 to 1600 cycles per secondo The output of a continously vari-
able frequency audio oscillator i8 amplified by a 40 watt amplifier and
delivered to the drive coil of the vibration motoro The oscillator used
with this ,apparatus is a Hewlett-Packard audio signal generator, model
20~. and consist. of a resistance-tuned oscillator in combination with
an output meter, attenuator, and an impedance natching system. The
frequency output i. readily varied by turning a calibrated dialo »1' proper
adjustment the accur.acy of the frequency output may be maintained within
l~o The.alternating current supplied to the drive coil by the 40 watt
amplifier causes the coil to oscillate in the magnetic field and develope
a sinusoidally varying foree which is applied to the drive rodo A sim-
plified schematic diagram of the electrical connection of the oscillator,
amplifier, and vibration motor 1s shown in Figo 4, which was reproduced
from the manufacture's instruction manual o The field of the vibration
motor is designed for 220 volts. However, only 120 volts was used in
th1s investimat10n as that was the only doc. power readily available and
-16-

was adequate for the purpose. The remaining power requirements of the
equipment were supplied from a 115 volts, 60 cyole souroeo
A pic~up ooil il wound on top of the drive coil of ~e vibration·
motor and is primarily intended as a feed baok to the amplifier for main-
\
taining substained self-exoited oscillation. independent of the audio
frequency oscillator supply, for the vibration of meohanical systems at
their natural frequenoy. However, in this investi~tion it was used only
to supply a signal, indicative of the amplitUde and harmonio motion of
the main elastic system, to oscillographs for observation and reoord
purposes.
70 Oaoillographs o -
A DuMont, t7Pe 208, cathode-ray osoillograph was used for general
observation of the wave form and relative amplitUde of the signal from
the pick-Up coil of the vibration motoro A Westinghouse, t~e PA,
mechanical ~8cillographwas used for obtaining osoillogram. of the die-
away characteristic of the elastic system under various operating con-
ditionB o In this connection, it was found neoessary to connect an audio
amplifier (a Bogen, model ~30, was used) between the pi~up coil of the
motor and the ialvanometer element of the osoillograph in order to elim1-
I
nate the undersirable damping effect of the ~lvanometer on the elastic
8ystem. When the signal from the pick-up coil was fed directly into the
•
oscillograph galvanometer, the damping in the elastic system was deter-
mined to be approximately 3~ of the critical damping oonstant, whereas,
when the signal wal fed through the amplifier, the damping was found to
be only about l~o The difference between the two damping constant8 i8
indicative of the pover required for driving the galvanometer element,
which 1s in the order of 0 0 1 watt for full deflectiono
j
-18-
8. Amplitude Measuring Apparatus o-
Direct mea8urement of the amplitude of vibration of the elastic 8Y8-
tem was ob~ined by mean8 of an optical telescope and strob08copic illumi-
nationo The telelcope val mounted on the vibration motor and focused on
the absorber unit near the top edgeo An adjustable crol8-hair with micro-
meter dial permitted measurement of amplitude to the nearest 00005"0 The
stroboscopic illumination vas provided by a General Radio 00. strobolux,
tyPe 648-A, triggered b1' a strobotac, t)"pe 63l-,Bo By turning an illumin-
ated calibrated dial on the 8trobotac, the flashing speed of the lamp in
the .t~obolux oan bs accuratelY adjusted to any value from 10 to 100
CTclea per 8econdo When properlY standarized. the accuraQT of the dial
reading is within l~o
90 Arrangement of Apparatuso-
Fig. 5 ahove an overall view of the apparatuso rigo 6 give8 a close
up view of the vibration motor showing the mounting ot the absorber unit.
telescope and stroboscopic illuminator.
100 TemperatureKeasuring Apparatus.-
Measurement of the temperature rise ot the absorber unit under
various operating conditions were obtained by a copper-constantan thermo-
couple in conjunction with a Leeds &Borthrup type X potentiometer, and
a General Electric light-beam type of galvanometero ~lgo 7 shows a view
ot the appara tus 0
-19-
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10 Preliminary Considerations e -
Prior to running tests on the absorber operation, it was necessary
to determine the constanta of both the main elastic system and the
absorber 878tem; namely, the spring constant, ma8s,and natural frequency
of each syeteme Preli~inary measurements had preViously been made for
use 1n connection vlth the design of the absorber unit, but it was neces-
sar,r to repeat,all measurements using the .q~ipment as built o
"
2 0 Main SY8tem Spring Oon8tant.-
The spring conatant of the main system, consisting of the combined
effect of the fixed-ended beam vith absorber unit nounted thereon and the
spring suspension of the vibration motor drive coil assembly, was deter-
mined by applying static loads and measuring the resulting deflections.
The static loads, consisting of 3- and 5-pound veights. were stacked on
the absorber unit as shown in Figo 80 The resulting deflections were
mealured to within an accuracy of one ten-thousandth of an inch (00001")
by means of an Ames, model 412, dial indicator mounted beneath the vibra-
tion motor, as shown in Figo 9, vith its indicator stem bearing a~in8t
an extension of the motor drive rodo The data obtained is tabulated in
Table I, and a curve of deflection TS o load is plotted on Figo 100 The
apring constant, K, is equal to the slope of the curve and was found to
be 1490 lbl. per incho
3. Absorber System Spring Constant o -
The spring constant of the absorber aystem was obtained by using a
special jig for holding the absorber unit and dial indicator as shown in
-22-
:rig. 8
Method of etatic loading for deteralDatlon of main .pring con.tant.
:rig. 9
Meaaurement of etaUc detlection tor determination of _in .pring conatant.
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I'i a. '11. !he ••'10 1_48, ooull'1q of 2-p0wa4 wip,•• WI" .ppli.d '0
thl pllmCer rod ADd 'h. r ••ul'1q d.n.o-
'1ou "11" dlterain.d '0 wi 'hiD. AD .oena-
raq of on..thou8&D.d'h of aD inch
( .001') 1»7 aD. A.... lIOCl.l 272, cUa1 indl-
aa'or "ith aD. ex'.ulon .,•• blarlaa
lu' 'h. boUo••Ad of 'hi pluapr rocl.
th. cia. obtaln.d 11 _bula,.d in fable II,
&Ad • cun. of d.neeUon .'0 l_d 11
, P oU.d on rla. 12. !hi .lop. of \hi cun.
C1.....pring CODl\&D', k, of 83.5 lb••
p.r inch.
16. Ma•• of Ab.or'blr 7""'-
!hi II of 'h••b.orb.r '7"'. ooull\8 of 'h. •• of \h. p1waeer
•••••b17 plu. 'h. in.rti.... of th .prlDC1o !hi plucer ••••b17,
oon.lI\1Dc of 'h. p1UD«er, rod, two oollar., .nd four nu". waa aecurate17
".1 14 &Ad fcrua4 '0 ••• • ... of 0.2)26 pouD4ao !h. lD1r'1a ••• of
'h••lMIOI'Hr .prlaae •• d.,.raiDl4 1»7 -.1,C1I1a'1DC 'h. _ ural tr.,u n07
of OAI .pri.. ud ueinc 'h well Don folWlla Gal" =Ik.'•• . In "hich
w" 11 .'w:al tl'equ.n07 of th. 1pJ'1nc. ~ I 8pr1nc cou_nt of
on••pr1D«. aD.4 .. \hi In.rUa ••• of on. 8pr1nc. all In conell'.nt unit••
!hl .'val frlCluan07 of • helical ••11 Ql'lJIa 1. al••• 'b7 Wahl (5).
foraala (231), a. fl ~ '510 4/,.2n, "hlr. f 1 11 'h low.' _'ural fre-
qu.nC7 In 0701•• per • 0., d 11 'hi wir. 41aMt.r In 1Jl '. I' 11 ,he
.... ra41u of ,he ooil 1D lAchl', &D.4 A 11 'hi AUllb.r of ao'i•• turu o
U.lng,a w1rl d1&.'1I' of 0.100", • _n 0011 m41ue (.. d.teraiAld 1»7
.ur.-.n') ot 0.2791 , and 6 .ou•• turu, th••\ural trequanC7 ot on.
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Ipring val computed to be 601 c~cl.1 per sec. o or 3775 radians per sec.
Using a spring constant of 41.75 lbs o per inch, the inertia mass of one
spring, by the formula w n :: Iks/ms • is 000113 lbs; and the inertia mass
of the two springa is twice this value o Therefore, the mass of the ab-
sorber system i8 002326 ~ 00023 or 002349 poundso
50 Batural Frequency of Absorber S1'stemo -
Knowing the -.88 and spring cons tant. the undamped natural frequency
of the absorber system is readily computed b1' the fornnlla wo.:: yk/m to
be 370.4 radians per seco or 5900 cycles per leco
60 MaBs of Main Systemo -
The accurate determination of the DaSS of the nain system presents
an interesting problemo That part of the main system composed of the
absorber unit (without pl~r assembly), mounting fittings (consisting
of extension stUd, l~· dia. steel washer on under side of beam. and two
lock nuts), and vibration motor drive ooil assembly maT be determined
by weighing, although this procedure necessitates dilasembly of the
vibration motor which it was desirable to avoid if possible; in lieu
thereof o " average weights of the drive coil assembly were obtained from
the manufacturero The beam may be considered as a bar with fixed ends
and the springs of the vibration motor (four at top and four at bottom,
of spider) a8 cant1lever beams. Root (4) shows that the inertia maS8 of
a bar with fixed ends is equal to 00 383 times the mass of the bar. and
the 1nertia mass of a cantilever bar 1s equal to 00243 times the mass of
the baro However, the assumptions as to the end conditions of the beam
and springs are undoubtly somewhat in error due to the elastlc nature of
the supports and other factors, and the departure of the actual conditions
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from the assUMed conditions would be reflected in the computed inertia
Another approach to the problem of determining the mass of the main
system i. to measure the natural frequency of the system and, knOWing
the spring constant. compute the mau. M. from the formula. iln=I K/M "
However, this method presupposes nel1g1ble damping 1n the system since
the damped natural frequenci of a simple elastic sylltem 11 given by the
formula, Q =JX/M - (b/2M)2 0 The damping constant, be waa determined ll
in a manner to be described later, to be of the order of It% of the cr1-
tical damping" By substituting approximate values in the damped natural
frequency formula, 1t may be shown that the damplng~e~m, (b/2M)2. 18
<'t\ 'l ~
~~ l>-
leBS than a tenth of one percent of the ll8in term, XIM '0 Therefore, to
~~
the 11m!t of experimental accuracy. the IIIB.SS of thema1n system may
8afelY be computed from the formula, Iln= VX/M 0 By u.81ng this method
" ...~
it was found necessary to add onlY 0 0 095 lb80 (4l02~gr~~8) to the main'
mass system !~ order to bring the system into the condition of constant
i
tuning, Wa =i1n=59 0 0 cycle8 per aeco lor thi8 condition. the mass of
the main lIystem i8 readily computed to be 40193 poundso
For ready reference. the basic constants of the system under investi-'
~tion, for the.case of constant tuning, f =1 • are tabulated below:
x =1490 lblo/lnch
K =40193 lblo
fin: UJIt : 37004 rade/seco =5900 CopoSo
k =8305lb8o/1nch
m =002349 lbB o
)-l =mIN. =00560
Optimum tuning will, theoreticallY, occure when equation (23) is
eat1af'1ed~ namely, when f: 1/(1 +P L By the method of successive
approximations. ua1ng the formulas, ,M : m/M • f =1/(1 +f1) , WOo: f..nll ,
and Ill:: klw';, the following constanh are readily computed for the







f :: 1/(1- )=09404
Wo. - f ..nn: ,34803 rado/.eco :: 5505 copo 8 0
Therefore, the system may be changed from the condition of constant 'un-
ing to that of optimum tuning by merely adding 00308 Ib8 0 (1400 grams) to
the plunger rod of the abaorbero
80 Amplitude Besponse !e8t8o-
Knowing the constants of the system, we are now in a position to
devise teat. for verification of the theory developed in Ohapter 11 0
Briefly, the teat. which were conducted consisted of measuring the
amplitude of vibration of the main mass over a frequency ran~e from 26
to 96 cycles per aeco (g: 0441 to 10 621) for each of four different
damping conditione for both the ca•• of con8~t tuning and that of
optimum tunlngo lor each chosen frequency setting and operating condition,
the peak to peak amplitude of vibration of the min mass was obtained by
adjusting the frequency of the flashing of the stroboscopic lamp until
the masa appeared to be moving up and dovn at a very slow rat. o Theno
by obaerving through the telescope the motion of a acribe mark (placed
near the top of the ab.orber unit), aetting the adjustable croas-hair
to coineide with first the upper and then the lower limit of travel of
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the .cribe mark, reading the micrometer adjustment dial for each poaition,
the pea~to-peakamplitude was determined to within an accuracy of 00005"0
It was found that the croBs-hair adjustment dial moved through 222 scale
diviliOnB for each 00 100" travel of the cross-hair; therefore, each
division on the dial represents 000045"0
The absorber damping constant, c. val varied by using oils of differ-
ent viscosity in the clearance space between the absorber plunger and
c~linder The viscosity data, as furnished by the Uo So Naval Engineering
Experiment Station, for the three oils used is tabulated and plotted on
Figo 130 The infinite damping condition was obtained by locking the
plunger in placeo
lor oomparison with the theory of Chapter II, it is desirable to
plot the experimental results in the form of dimensionless curves with
the driving frequency ratio, B~ w/lL n • as the independent variable
along the abscissa, and the amplitude ratio of the main system, xl/x
o
'
as the dependent ~riable along the ordinate axi.o The driving frequency
ratio is readily obtained by dividing the frequency setting for each
observation by the natural frequency of the main mass system, DLn: 59 0 0
cycles per secondo In order to obtain the amplitude ratio, it is nece8-
sary to determine the statical deflection of the main system, x 0 One
, 0
method would be to plot an (w, Xl) curve in the low frequency region for
the case of c equal to infinity (plunger locked)o »7 inspection of
equation (11), which is applicable to this ~ondition, it il'apparent that
as g approaches seroD Xl/Xo approaches un1tyo Therefore, the ordi-
nate of the point where the curve levels oat at zero frequency would
represent Xo 0 However, since the lower limit of the oscillator frequen-
cy is 20 cycles per 8eco and it i8 difficult to extrapolate the (w. Xl)
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curve to zero frequene,y with sufficient precision, a more accurate method
was devised. Again inspecting equation (11), it will be noted that as g
approaches Infinit~o ~/Xo approaches zeroo Therefore, there must be a
point in the upper frequency region at which the (go Xl/Xo) curve inter-,..
sects the line xl/xo =1 , and the Talue of g at which this occures
18 readily eomputedo This method of determining Xo 1s illustrated on
Fig. 14 and the data for plotting the (w, xl) curve ls tabulated In
Table 111 9 The .tatical deflectlon, xo ' vas thus found to be 703 unitso
where one unit represents the distance traversed by thecrollB-bair of
the telescope when the micrometer dial is turned through one divislono
All teste were run with the same output level setting on the
osclllator, so that the input to the motor drlve coil was constant o
Also, the d.c. voltage across the motor field vas maintained constant
within l~o Therefore, the statical deflection, xo ' as determined above
may be considered a constant, and the amplitude ratio, ~/x~, 1s
readily computed for each observat1ono
Prior to the start of each test, adequate W&r!Jl"'oUp time ltaS allowed
for temperature stabilization of the equipment and oil film in the
radial clearance space between the absorber plunger and cylinder.
fhe experimental data for a series of curve. for the eaee of constant
tuning is tabulated in ~able IV and the curv.s are plotted on 'igo 15.
Similarily, for the cas. of optimum tuning, the data i. tabulated in
Table VI and the curves are plotted on Figo 16 0
~o Theoretical Curves o -
For comparison purposes, theoretical curves were calculated and
plotted on the same graphs as the experimental curves, Figs. 15 and 16 0
Equation (11) va. used for computing the curve of infinite damping fo~
fABLll IU
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Ixperimental Data for Case of Oonstant Tuning
Xl/Xow g Pl~er
cycles/sec. 10c ed 011 13042 Oil 12135 011 fl065
2600 00441 1011 ' 1023 1011 10 11
2900 0.492 1023 1.37 1023 1.30
3200 Oe542 1.37 1051 1033 1.31
3500 005~ 10'51 1064 1037 1051~oO 00 6 10fr, 1078 . 1072 107200 00678 10:
4100 00695 2006 2006 1.92
420 0 00112 1.92
4400 0.746 2.19 2046 2047 2026
4600 00780 2054 . 3002 3008 2061
4800 00814 3008 3070 3084 3015
490 0 0.830 4052
5000 00848 4004 5021 5001 3098
5100 00865 4059 5.75
5200 00882 5041 6.30 6064 5041
5~00 00899 6085 60 58 7040 6.44
5 .0 00916 8015 6044 70 68 7.81
5500 . 009~2 14080 . 60 03 7040 ge32
560 0 0.9 9 22020 5.48 6085 . 10029
5100 00966 33083 50 20 6030 10002
510 4 00973 35089
5107 0.979 ,34065
5800 00983 21092 4093 5069 9026
5900 10000 12021 4066 5021 7096
6000 10017 8063 40 38 4080 6058
61.0 10034 6071
.6200 10051 5034 4011 4004 4.93
6400 10068 3090 3084 3042 3071
6600 10119 3002 3042 20 88 30 02
6800 10153 2040 2,,88 2047 2047
100 0 1e186 1092 2033 2.06 2006
1200 10220 2.05 1078 1078
73.0 10237 1051
750 0 1.271 1064 1051 1051
76.0 10288 1030
1800 10322 1.37 1023 1.23
19.0 1.339 1010
8100 10373 1.23 0096 0096
82.0 10~90 0.96
8400 10 24 1010 0080 0.82
8500 10441 0.82
8700 10475 0096 0073 0.75
880 0 1.492 0069
9000 10525 0.89 0069 0.69
9200 10560 0.62
9300 1.576 0082 0062 0.62
960 0 1.627 00'55 0075 0055 0.55
Aveo ambient tempo _ 0, 7500 7707 78.0
Aveo doc. field volts 116.0 11601 11608 11507
Ave. d.co field amps. 0.79 0.80 0082 Oe80
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Points for Plotting Theoretical Curve for Case of
Constant Tuning and Infinite Damping (f • 1, a 1100)
ae Calculated by Formula (11):
(~I._, ~ .Pf")2- + (ZPi~)1.
g ,/xo
)' ~ .oS602.


































































Experimental ~ta for Case of Optimum Tuning
()J X~/Xog Pl~:acycles/seo. Oil 1304 Oil 12135 011 11065
2600 00441 1010 1.,17 1017 1,,17
2900 00492 1,,23 1.30 1.,23 1023
3200 0.542 1037 1.,44 1037 1030
3500 00593 1051 1058 1051 1051
~00 00644 1071 1.,71 1.,78 1.,6400 00 678 1085
4100 00695 2006 2.05 1092
4200 00712 2006
4400 0.746 2033 2056 2053 2026
4600 00780 2.67 3015 3015 2060
4800 0.814 3015 3097 3097 3008
4900 00830 4066
5000 00848 ~097 5000 4086 30775100 00865 059 5000
520 0 00882 5048 4052 5068 4093
5300 00899 6.. 65 4011 5082
54.. 0 0.. 916 9018 3077 5075 6078
5500 009a2 15048 3063 70815600 009 9 24032 3042 5068 8077
57.0 00966 34025 3049 9004
5702 00970 35075
5800 00983 17081 3.70 5048 8090
5900 10000 11.,24 3091 7081
6000 10017 8044 4011 4093 6085
61,,0 1.034 60 58 4046 600a62.0 10 051 50 28 4087 4038 5.1
~.o 10 068 5000
,,0 1.085 3,,77 ~ooo 3·77 400465,,0 10102 079
66,,0 10119 2095 4052 3015 3029
67.0 1.136 3e9l6800 10153 2040 305 2053 2067
69.. 0 10170 3008
7000 1.186 1092 2074 2.26 2019
7200 10220 2026 1099 1092
7aoO 10237 10657 00 1.254 1092 1.71
7500 10271 1051
7600 10288 1·37 1058 1.51
7800 10322 1.37 1.30 1023
7900 10339 1010
81.. 0 10373 1017 1003 1003
8200 10390 0.. 96
84.. 0 1.424 1,,03 0089 0,,89
85.0 10441 0082
8700 10475 0.96 0082 0075
8800 1.492 0069
9000 1.525 0082 0075 0069
9200 1.560 0.62
. 9300 I 1.576 0.69 0.69 0.62
,: 960 0 1.627 0055 0.62 0062 0.55
l~.o ambient tempo - 0, 8000 8000 7807I
Aveo d"c" field volta 11g04 11623 116~8 O:~11Aveo 6000 field ampso 00 0 008 008
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Potnt. tor Plotting Th~o~.tlcal eurv. tor ea•• at
OptilllUll Tuning and Infinit. Damping (t =09404, c =(0)
, ae Calculated D1' 'lormula (11):


































Pointe for Plotting Theoretical Curve8 for Ca.e of Optimum Tuning
&8 0a1culated b7 Formula (9):
h..:: (l.h t t- (j/"-rt
xo (1.h1')2. [ ~~ - I t-,)lt ~~ ~ {)-t_ ft.!.r + [pf'f _(~2._/)(~Z_f2.) + If/"hf-t] z.
t ~o.,.,,,,,.
.fl 0. 0 6)3, b .:. I. j9j >I"js/sec. , Cc. 0 6·/J..D 51""Vsec .J /nr
g xllxo
b, b. - I, ~ t'
--h • 001 h .. 002 h. 003 D.1- }~/~
00750 2083 2068 2061 .~- ---~-~00800 3.. 92 3.. 45 30 28 \ <1 - 2. .~"3400825 40 80 ,096 3076
00 850 5..41 .S)4 4.37
'A 0 - ~.1>Br00875 5022 50 12 5.15
_/ Lt 11.(00.900 4.34 5058 6018 I, I0.925 3.62 5.83 7024
0.950 3,,29 5.89 7.97 1. 2- -
0.975 3,,31 50 83 8003 1,3- '2..1 1 "2.-1.000 l06? 5068 7.2610 025 016 5.. 40 6018
1.. 050 4..~ 5.00 50161.075 50 4053 4029
1.100 5029 3098 3065
10125 4" 71 3046 3014
10150 4001 3.06 2.74
1.200 2083 2036 2.14










both tuning conditionB o 'or each case the main system damping constant o
b. _I cOllput8d trom equation (ll)bT lubaUtuUD8 the peak value of
~Jxo from the experimental curve and Bolving for b o thus making the
peak of the computed and experimental carYea coin*1deo The calculated
points for plotting the curvel are tabulated in Tables V and VrIo
Iquation (9) was used tor COlllputing theoretical curves to show the
effect of the dampiDg raUo, h:: c/cc 0 J'or the case of optimum tuning,
curve. were computed for h =001, 002, and 00 3, and the pointa 10 calcu-
lated are tabulated in fable VIIlo
100 Abeorber !1'emperature R1Beo-
The ab80rber damping oonBtant, Co variel directlT with the visoosity
of the oil film in the olearanoe lpace between the plunger and cylinder,
which in turn 18 a function of the temperatureo An indication of the
temperature ot the 011 film JDBJ" be obtained by JII_BuriD8 the outBide
surface temperature of the absorber cylindero !hiB vas accompliehed by
loldering a calibrated copper-constantan therJllOcouple to the surface of
the ablorber cylinder, using an ice-vater mixture for the cold Junction,
and mealuring the Jl1l1ivoltl generated in the Junction b7 means of a
salvanometer and associated apparatus deacribed in section 10 of Ohapter
.111 and pictured in J'ilo 70 A test val run on each of the three oila
used in the amplitude telta, taking readings eV8%7 five minutel until
the temperature val .tabili.edo All te.te were run for the coni tent
tuning oondition and with the driving frequency eet at the point which
f!lAve the gr-.teet relathe motion between the plunger and cylindero
Oorresponding mealurementl were allo made on a lecond thermocouple IUS-
pended in the free air several teet from the vibration apparatul o and
a mercury thermometer Wol ueed a8 a cheek on the ambient temperature.
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The millivolt measurements yere converted to temperature by using the
calibrated data supplied by the manufacturer of the thermocouple wire,
the Leeds & Northrup Coo The results of the tests are tabulated in
Table IX and plotted on Figo 11.
11 0 Main System Damping Constant.-
As an independent check on the damping constant of the main system.
an oscillo~ram YaS taken of the die-away characteristic for the condition
f =l~ c =<Al , and the damping constant yas computed by the lognri thmic
decrement methodo The oscillogram and computations are shown on Figo IS.
The reader is refered to Den Hartog (3) or other standard text on vibrations
for an explanation of the theory of the logarithmic decrement methodo
120 Oscillograms.-
As a matter of general interest e oscll10grama yere taken of the die-
away characteristics of the system yith the absorber in operation for
the case of optimum tuning for each of the, three oils used in the ampli-
tude tests o In eaoh case the system was operated at the natural fre-
quency ot the min lI8SS system• .0.." =59.0 C.P,S.I prior to open1n~ the
drive ooil circuit. Also, the amplifier gain setting of the signal to
the osoillograph was held oonstant so that the oscillograms would be
comparable on an amplitude basis o The. results obtained are shown in
Flea. 19. 20, and 21.
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~u
Experimental Data tor Absorber Temperature Riae Curves
!ime In 011 13042 OU #2135 011 11065
Minute. Temperature or Temperature OJ' Temperature 07
Ambient Abaorber Ambient Absorber Ambient Absorber
t
0 7902 1803 780 3 7803 7705 7709
5 1902 7900 7803 7808 1705 1809.
10 7905 7905 7803 7902 7705 79.5
15 1905 1901 7803 7905 7707 7907
20 7902 19.9 78.3 19.1 71.7 8001
25 7905 8001 7803 79.9 77.5 80.6
30 7905 8003 77.9 7909 71.5 8100
35 7905 8006 7801 8001 7103 810240' 79.5 8008 7709 8001 7703 8105
45 1905 8100 7709 80.4 7705 81.7
50 79.2 81.2 7801 8006 1705 81.9
55 79.2 8102 78.1 8008 77.5 81.9
60 79.2 8104 78.3 8008 7705 8201
65 7905 81.4 7806 81.0 1105 82.1
70 7902 8106 7803 8102 77.5 8204
15 7905 8106 78.3 8102 7705 82.4
80 79.2 8106 71.9 8102 7705 8204
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Olcillogram _bowing effect of absorber on die-a¥a7 characterlltlc using Nav7 eymbol No. 30~2 oil.
Taken under condition of optimum tuning and w= ~h= 59.0 eycle_/_ec•
Fig. 20
Oecillogram _howing effect of absorber on die-away characteri.tlc ullng NaVT symbol No. 2135 oil.
Taken under condition of optimum tuning and w =n...=59.0 eycl._/eece
I'""~
J'lg. 21
Olei110gr•• Ihoving effect of ablorber on dl~..y charaeteriatlc ualng Navy symbol .0. 1065 011.
!aken under oondition of optimum tuning and ww ~~: 59.0 0701el/'.0.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A remarkably close correlation between the theory and the experi-
mental results is 4emonstrated by Figs. 15 and 16 0 The calculated curve
for the infinite damping condition for both the constant and optimum
tuninp.; case practically coincides with the experimental curve o
In Figo 16, a comparison of the calculated curves for a dampinp.;
ratio, h, of 001, 0.2, and 003 with the experimental curves for Navy
symbol number 3042, 2135. and 1065 oil t respectivelY, reveals the same
general shape for corresponding damping conditions o Neglecting the main
system damping constant, b. which is quite small, and substituting in
equation (26) for the case of optimum tuning, it is found that the opti-
mum damping ratio, h, 1s 001400 Therefore, the calculated curve for
h =00 1 1s underdamped and the curves for 0 02 and 0 03 are overdamped o By
comparison viththe experimental curves, it 1s e~timated that the damp-
ing ratio, h, for oil #3042 is about 0 0 11: for oil #2135, about 0019:
and for oil #1065. about 0 0320
A comparison of the experimental curves for constant tuning, Figo 15,
~ith the corresponding curves for optimum tuning, Fi~o 16, clearly shows
the advantage, predicted by the theory, of optimum tuning. The desira-
bl1ity of optimum damping is clearly evident from Figo 16.
In Chapter II, section 6, it was poin~ed out that there was no value
of the driving frequency ratio, g, other than the trivial case of g ~ 0,
which would lI6ke the amplitude ratio ~/Xo' independent of damping
unless the min system damp1ng constant, b, was zero; in vhieb case Xl/Xo
wag independent of damping for tvo values of g, designated as gl and g2'
and all curves pass through tvo common points, designated as P and Q•
.,
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with abscissa8 gl and ~. respective170 The absence of • definite P and q
pointe when b i. not .ero i. illustrated by the theoretical curves of
ligo 16 which were computed for a b of about lo4~ of criticalo The
reader i. refered to Den Hartog (3) for theoretical curves when b is
sera.
Both the theoretical and the experimental curves demonstrate that
.
the absorber .e~e8 no useful purpoe. in the frequency ratio ~nge below
about 00 88 and above about 10 060 In fact, the ab80rber is a ,detriment to
best performance in thele regionso Brock (2) suggest. that the optimum
procedure would be to use infinite damping until g =gl' to use sero
damping from g .. gl to g I:: g2' and to use infinite ~ing beyond g:: g20
In a practical case, thil would necesla~te cutting the absorber in
(unlocking plunger) at some point below the relonant frequenc,y of the
Iystem and cutting the absorber out (locking plunger) at some point above
the resonant frequencro Such a procedure is hardly Justified for the
Blight gain in performance which the curves of J'ig8o 15 and 16 indicate
.would be achievedo However, if an absorber i8 uaed In order to permit
smooth acceleration through the resonant frequency range to an operating
speed above the resonant trequencr range, then it would be advan~geoU8
to cut the absorber out (lock plunger) after r_ching the operating
speed, therby- sllght17 reducing the amplitude of vibration and saving
unnecessary wear of the abeorber.
The relative .otion between theablorber plunger and crlinder
resulte In a shearing action on the all film In the clearance space
and a ~i8sipation of energy &1 heat. It would be expected that the
temperature of the all film would riBe until & stabilised b&lance .was
reached between the heat energy generated in the 011 fllm and that
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conduoted away ,through the valls of the absorber and eventuallY dissipated
to the atmosphereo !hat such a condition oocures is demonstrated by the
temperature rise curves of ~igo 170 However. the amount of temperature
o
rise i8 surprisinglY small. being in the order of 3 to 5 1 on the surface
of the CTlindero It is interesting to note that of the three oils tested.
the h_ve8t 011 caused the greatest temperature riBeo
A point worthy of mention is that the oil fl1m exlbited no obserable
tendenCT to brealc-down or vibrate-out of the clearance space even though
the absorber vas frequentlY operated oontinouelY for 4 to 6 hours.
The main system damping constant. b. as computed by equation (11)
and 'based on the observed resonant &llplitude of vibration is in close
agreement with the value obtained by the application of the lo~rithmic
decrement method to the oscillogram of the die-away characteristico By
appl¥ing equation (11) to the plunger-locked curve for the conetant tun-
ing case 9f ligo 15. b val found to be 1039~ of the oritical damping
con.tant, bc : a similar computation for the optimum tuning case f!1Ave a
b of lo396~: whereas, computations 'ba8ed on the die-away characteristic
of 1igo 18 save a value of b of 104~0 The difference between the
values i8 considerably les, than a tenth of one percent (00 1%) and well
within experimental aceur&C7o
The damping effect of the absorber i8 well demonstrated by the
oBcillogr.ama ,hown in 1ig8o 19. 20. and 210 The oscl1lograms were taken
under the condition, outlined in Ohapter IV. section 12. and illustrate
the effect of the absorber on the die-away characteristic of the main
elastic 8yste.o Oil '3042. which a8 previously noted is close to the
optimum damping condition, produced the most effective die-awy damping
action. cauBing the vibration to be reduced to a very suall amount
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within 6 O7cle8 of the power cu~off pointo Oile 2135 and 1065 are
progrellively woree in thil respect as would be expected from the result,
of 71go 160 The rapidity or the die-awaT may be compared with the
plunger-locked caBe of Figo 180 It 11 allO interesting to compare the
amplitudeot the waves (indicative of the amplitu~e of vibration) of
:riglo 19. 20. and 21 under the IteadY I~te condition betore the power
cutt-off pointo TheBe 08clllograJD8, however, are not comparable on an
amplitude baBel with 11go 18 due to a different letting of the signal
8&ln for thil caseo It will be observed that oil 3042 give. the mlnumum
steadY 8\ate amplitude, with 011 2135 and 1065 giving progre,alvely
. higher ampli tudes. as would be expected flJDII the relulta of 'lgo 160
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